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The problem considered is the existence and construction of an asymptotically 
stabilizing feedback control for a rest solution of an n-dimensional, single-input, 
aftine control system. The method is to construct high order, homogeneous 
approximations of the vector fields defining the control system which then describe 
an approximating control system such that an asymptotically stabilizing control of 
the latter system is a local asymptotically stabilizing control of the original system. 
Unlike linear approximations, there are many possible nonlinear homogeneous 
approximations. These are constructed from Lie algebra filtrations obtained by 
assigning various weights to the defining vector fields. One seeks a weighting, 
hence an approximating system, which satisfies the various known necessary 
conditions for the existence of an asymptotically stabilizing feedback control and 
for which such a control can be constructed as the solution to a homogeneous 
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation associated with an optimization (regulator) 
problem. 8 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
We deal with the problem of the existence, and construction, of an 
asymptotically stabilizing feedback control (ASFC), i.e., a continuous 
control x + U(X) which makes the zero solution of the n-dimensional, real 
analytic, affine control system 
2 =X,(x) + uX,(x), X,(O) = 0, X,(O) z0, (1) 
locally asymptotically stable. 
Assume coordinates are chosen so that XI = a/ax, and use some 
feedback, if necessary, to eliminate the first component of X,,, i.e., so that 
xCl(x) = i ai(x) &, 
i=2 I 
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An obvious “first attempt” is to write X,,(x) = Ax + R(x), where A is an 
n x n matrix (with first row zero) and R(x) is a “higher than first order” 
remainder. Suppose one could construct an asymptotically stabilizing linear 
feedback control u*(x) = C;=, cli,x, for the linear approximating problem 
i=Ax+uX,. (3) 
Then if 2 denotes the matrix A with first row replaced by (a,,, . . . . c(,~) we 
see that use of u* in (1) gives i = 2x + R(x) with A a stability matrix and 
hence U* is also a local ASFC for (1). It is well known that if the linear 
system (3) is completely controllable (i.e., rank (Xi, AX,, . . . . A”- ‘Xi) = n), 
then a linear ASFC does exist and furthermore can be constructed as 
the optimal control corresponding to a quadratic cost functional for 
system (3). 
Our purpose here is to give a high order analog of this approach, via 
homogeneity, which applies when the linearized system (3) gives no infor- 
mation, e.g., is not completely controllable. The basic idea is as follows. 
A dilation 6:: R” + R” is a map of the form 
qx = (Er’X,) . ..) E’“X,) (4) 
with E>O and l<r,<r,6 . ..<r.. A function h : R” + R ’ is 
homogeneous of degree k (with respect to 6;) if h(6~x)=skh(x); we write 
h E Hk (if we are in the analytic category H, = (0) for k ~0; in the 
continuous category we do not define, or use, H, if k < 0). A vector field 
X(x)=x;=, aj(x)(a/axJ is homogeneous of degree m with respect o 6: if 
~EH,-,,,, i= 1, . . . . n. If X is real analytic we can always expand it in terms 
of homogeneous vector fields, i.e., let Xi be homogeneous of degree k; note 
that Xi = 0 if j > Y,, and write 
X(x)=P(x)+xqx)+ .... (5) 
If we are in the classical case of rl = . . . = I,, = 1, then X0 is linear while 
for k >O, XPk has coefficients which are homogeneous polynomials of 
degree (k + 1). Basic to our approach is the following extension of a 
theorem of Massera [ 111. 
THEOREM 1 [S]. Let X(x) = P(x) + R(x), where X” is continuous and 
homogeneous of degree m with respect to a dilation S: while R(x) is a 
continuous sum of vector fields homogeneous of degree < (m - 1). Suppose 
P(0) = 0 and solutions of 
i = ryx) (6) 
505/92/l-6 
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are unique. If x=0 is an asymptotically stable (and this will be global, by 
homogeneity) solution of (6), then it is also a locally asymptotically stable 
solution of .+ = X(x). 
Thus X” plays the role of a linearization (the linear approximation Ax) 
in classical theory. However, now the relation of X” to X depends on the 
choice of dilation. We begin with the control system (1 ), choose a dilation 
S; in a judicious manner, expand X,(x) =X:(x) + X:-‘(x) + . . . , and 
study the existence and construction of an ASFC for the approximating 
system 
.t = &y(x) + ux,. (7) 
There is a great deal of freedom in the choice of dilation and local coor- 
dinates and hence in what one chooses as the homogeneous approximating 
vector field Xy. The constructive way to obtain homogeneous approxi- 
mating vector fields is via Lie algebra filtrations and a consequence of the 
basic Theorem 2. Sufficient conditions on X0 to ensure that there exists an 
approximating system of the form (7) which admits an ASFC are essen- 
tially unknown. 
In order to use Theorem 1 to relate the asymptotic stability of the zero 
solution of (7) with that of (l), we must seek a feedback control 
U*EH,,-,. This will be accomplished, when possible, by an optimal 
control for system (7) relative to a specific cost functional having a degree 
of homogeneity such that it forces an optimal control to be in H,, ~ m. 
Brockett [3] gives three necessary conditions for the existence of a C’ 
ASFC. The following two are also necessary for the existence of a 
continuous ASFC. (Bl ) The map y : R” x R” + R” defined by y(x, u) = 
X,(x) + uX, must be onto a neighborhood of zero. (B2) For each y in a 
neighborhood of zero there exists an open loop control t + u,(t) such that 
the corresponding solution of (1) initiating from y tends to zero as t + co. 
Coron [4] extends condition (Bl) as follows. Let T(x) = cy=2 a,(x)(a/a.Xj), 
i.e., X0 minus its first zero component. Consider 8: R” -+ [w”- ‘and let 
C,= {EER”:~(x)#O, 1x1 a}. Th en using singular homology with coef- 
ficients in the integers Z, it is necessary that for every E > 0, the induced 
homomorphism 8, satisfies %,(H, _ *(CE)) = H,- 2( R”- i - { 0}) = Z. This 
implies, but is not implied by, condition (Bl ). 
Condition (B2) is implied by small time local controllability (STLC) at 
zero, which means that for any t, > 0, the set of all points attainable in 
nonnegative times t < t, by solutions of (1) intiating from zero and corre- 
sponding to measurable open loop controls contains a full neighborhood of 
zero. Computable sufficient conditions for STLC are known [ 13, 6, 21. 
Kawski [9] shows that for dimension n = 2, if system (1) is STLC at zero, 
it admits a continuous ASFC. Another proof of this is given in [7]. 
Our examples in Section 2 satisfy all of the above necessary conditions. 
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1. CONSTRUCTION OF HOMOGENEOUS APPROXIMATIONS 
Let L be a real Lie algebra of vector fields on R”, (ad X, Y) = [X, Y] the 
Lie product of X, YE L, and inductively (a&+ ‘X, Y) = [IX, (a8-K Y)]. 
For any set S c L, S(0) denotes the elements of S evaluated at zero and 
L(S) the Lie subalgebra generated by S. For XE L, q E [w”, (exp tX)(q) 
denotes the solution, at time t, of i-X(x), x(0) =q. 
DEFINITION. An extended filtration, 9, of L at zero is a sequence 
9 = { Fj: - co <j < cc } of subspaces of L such that for all integers i, j, 
6) FjCf’j+I, (ii) CFi, F’l c Fi+j, 
(iii) vi Fi= L, (iv) XE Fj withj< 0 implies X(0) = 0. 
We construct filtrations for L(X,, X,) via “weights”; the filtration 
determines the local coordinates and dilation which we then assign to 
system ( 1). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let X0(x)= (x:/6)(8/8x,), X, = a/ax,. Then dim L(X,,, X,)(O) 
= 2 = n. Assign weights as follows: wt(X,)= -2, wt(X,) = 1, and the 
weight of a commutator is the sum of the weights of its constituent factors. 
Let Fj be the real span of all commutators of X0, X, of weight <j 
and F={Fj: -co<j<co}. Then, for example, X,EF-~, [X1,X,](x)= 
(x:/W/W E F-1, (ad2 J’,, x,)(X) = x,(a/W E J’o, (ad3 X,, J’o) = 
a/ax, E F, , and properties (i)-(iv) are satisfied. 
Remark 1.1. Property (iv) of an extended filtration puts a restriction 
on the weights we can assign. Had we assigned wt(X,) = -3, wt(X,) = 1, 
then we would have wt((ad3X,, X0)) = 0 but (ad3 X,, X,)(O) #O. In 
general, we would like to assign weights as small as possible subject to 
property (iv). Suppose X, = a/ax, and we assign wt(X,) = 1 while X,,(x) = 
C?= r uj(x)(a/axj) and each a, is a sum of Taylor polynomials (i.e., 
homogeneous with respect to Sg, where 1 =rl = ... =r,) of degree 
Zm > 0. Then since a product [X0, X,] can at most reduce m by one, if 
we assign wt(XO) = ( -m + l), condition (iv) is satisfied. While this is 
sufficient, interesting examples where we can assign a smaller weight to X0 
arise. (See, e.g., Example 2.2) 
Local Coordinates and the Dilation Adapted to a Filtration 
Let L be a real Lie algebra of vector fields on R” and 
F = {F,: - cc <j < cc } an extended filtration of L at zero. Define 
nk = dim Fk(0), - 00 <k < cc. Then property (iv) of an extended filtration 
shows nk = 0 if k GO. We assume that dim L(0) =n throughout,, which 
ensures that dim FN(0) = n for some integer iV. Choose X,,, . . . . XZnl E F, 
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such that X,,(O), . . . . Xn,,(0) 
Xx”2 E F, such that X,,(O), . . . . 
are linearly independent. Adjoin XZtiI +, . . . . 
Xn,JO) are linearly independent, and continue 
in this fashion to get X,,, . . . . X,” with 
Xn, E Fj for nip,+ 1 <i<n,. (8) 
Choose rj= 1 for 1 <j<n,,v,=2 for n, + 1 <j<n,, etc., i.e., 
yj = k for n,-,+l~j<n~. (9) 
Then S: with r = (v,, . . . . r,) as above is called the dilation adapted to the 
filtration 9. Note that property (iv) of the filtration ensures rj> 1, 
j = 1, . . . . n. 
In a specific problem, vector fields are initially given relative to some 
local coordinates, say y = (y,, . . . . y,), for a nbd. of zero in W. Define a 
local coordinate change by x = cp ~ ‘( y), where 
y=cp(x)= (expx,X,,)o ... ~(exp x,X,J(O). (10) 
Then cp is a local diffeomorphism. Following the terminology of [2] we call 
the coordinates x = (x1, . . . . x,) local coordinates adapted to the filtration 9. 
Given a vector field in the y-coordinates, e.g., X(v) = c;= I aj( y)(a/ay,), we 
abuse notation and use X(x) for this same vector field in the x-coordinates. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. In the S-adapted x-coordinates, XX,(x) = d/ax, while 
x,,(O) = a/ax,, i = 1, . . . . n. 
The proof of this is straightforward; details can be found in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If XE Fk and X(x)=x,“=, aj(x)(a/axj), then aj(0) = 0 
if k -C rj or equivalently lf- j > nk. 
ProoJ From the construction, dim Fk(0) = nk and X,,(O), . . . . XZnk(0) 
span Fk(0); hence by Proposition 1.1, if X is as above, ai = 0 for j> nk. 
But by (9), j> nk implies rj > k hence ai = 0 for k < r,. B 
The next, and main, theorem has its roots in the Rothshild-Stein 
paper [12], where increasing filtrations at zero were considered. Other 
proofs for this case can be found in [3, 81. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a real Lie algebra of analytic vector fields on R” 
with dim L(0) = n, 9 = { Fj: - 00 <j < CC } an extended filtration of L at 
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zero, x = (x1, . . . . x,) local coordinates adapted to 8, and 8: the dilation 
adapted to 9”. Then if XE F,, 
X(x) =X’(x) + x’-‘(x) + . . . ) (11) 
where Xj is a vector field homogeneous of degree j with respect to S:. 
Proof Let X(x) = CJ’= i a,(x)(a/ax,). What we must show is that for 
each 1 <j 6 n, 
aj(x)=a~--‘(x)+a:‘-(‘-‘)(x)+ ..., (12) 
where a; is homogeneous of degree s; i.e., we require a;(x) =0 when 
s -c rj - 1. 
If q(x) is as given in (10) and X(y) denotes the vector field X relative 
to the y-coordinates while X(x) denotes X relative to the x-coordinates, 
then X(cp(x)) = q,(x) X(x). Pulling both sides of this equaton back to the 
origin via (exp -x,X,“),...(exp -xiXZ,)* using, repeatedly, the pullback 
formula 
(exp -tY), W(exp fY)(pl)=~o( -:) WYK W(P) 
gives 
f (-X,)“” (-x1)“’ 
-...--------(apXJ . ..(adYIXn., X)...)(O) 1 Iv1 =o vn ’ VI! 
= jcl aj(x)(exP -XJJ, 
a 
-(exp -xl&,), cp,(x)--. (13) axj 
For each j, (exp -x,X,“)* . ..(exp -xix,,), cp,(x)(a/axj) is a tangent 
vector at zero; call it ej. The set {e’, . . . . e’} is linearly independent. Also, 
(aLIy.X,J . . . (ad”lX,, , X) . . . )(0) is a tangent vector at zero and hence we 
may write it as CT= i /Ire’. Thus (13) takes the form 
i ( f i.$+!C...iIIZ$.Cfi;)ej= i aj(x)ej. 
j=l lvl=O n’ j= 1 
(14) 
This gives an expansion of the aj in a power series about zero and shows 
a;(x)=$2zyrY...~~; 
Vn. Vl . (15) 
with the sum taken over all v such that s = Cr= I viri. 
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Now XE FI while from (8) and (9) we have X,,EF,,, i= 1, . . . . n. Thus 
since [F,, Fk] c Fj+k, it follows that 
From Proposition 1.2 this means 
pi” = 0 if ig, riVi+l<rj or ic,riVi<rj-l. (16) 
Thus in (15), /I; =0 if s< r,--1, i.e., $(x)=0 if s< rj- I, as was to be 
shown. 1 
Remark 1.2. One should note that if we approximate system (1) by a 
homogeneous ystem of the form i = X;;(x) + UX:, then L( { (a&X:, Xi ) : 
v=o, 1, . . . } ) is nilpotent if m = 0 b ut need not be if m < 0. The nilpotency 
of this algebra is important for proofs concerning STLC but not for our 
purposes here. 
The Nonlinear Regulator Construction 
For a system of the form (l), choose wt(X,) = m < 0, wt(X,) = k 3 1, 
with m, k such that property (iv) of an extended filtration is satisfied. This 
determines a filtration F which in turn induces an adapted dilation Sz and 
adapted local coordinates x = (x,, . . . . x,). From Theorem 2 we take Xr, 
which is homogeneous of degree m with respect o S;, as the approximation 
of X0 and X: as the approximation of X,. The homogeneous approxi- 
mating system to system (1) is 
i=X;r(x)+uXf, q(o) = 0. (17) 
In system (1) we had X, = a/ax, but use of Theorem 2 may entail a coor- 
dinate change. Since we had assumed the use of feedback to make the first 
component of X0 zero in system (l), it follows that X, = XZ, for some 
1 <j< n. In the change to adapted coordinates (lo), this means j = uX, 
transforms to i = uX: with X’; = a/axj; hence in system (17), if 
X;;(x) = C;= I a,(x) (a/&x,), we can use some feedback to ensure uj(x) = 0 
while X’; = a/ax,. This is illustrated in Example 2.4 but for ease of presenta- 
tion in this section we assume j= 1. The extension of the method which 
follows to arbitrary 1 <j < n is straightforward. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 1 shows that if we can find 
an ASFC u* E H,, em for system (17) it will also be a local ASFC for 
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system (1). Our goal is to attempt to construct such a control as the 
optimal control relative to a cost functional of the form 
C(u)=jm [e Iu(o)l”+h+(x(o))] da, e > 0, (18) 
0 
where s > 1 and h + is positive definite and homogeneous with respect o 6: 
of some degree to be determined. 
For system (17) having Xc(x) = x1= 2 ai(x)(a/axi) and optimization 
problem associated with the cost (18) one defines (see, e.g., [lo]) 
H(x,~, u)=P,u+ i ai(x)pi+e jul”+h+(x) 
r=2 
(19) 
and we wish to choose U* = u*(pI) so as to minimize H. Explicitly, this 
yields 
u*(pl) = i 
-(pi/se)“‘“-‘) if p,30 
( --p,/se)l’(“- 1) if pl<O 
while 
H(x,p,u*)= -y Ipl(s’(.‘-l)+ i a;(x)p,+h+(x) 
with 
i=2 
y=(+)(i)“‘‘-“>O, y+cc ase+O+. 
(20) 
(21) 
The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation for the optimal value V(x) 
from an arbitrary initial point x is H(x, r/r(x), u*) = 0 or 
-y 1 vx,(x)Is’(s--l) + i a,(X) V,,(x)+h+(x)=O. 
i=2 
(22) 
Suppose V is homogeneous of degree 1. Then V,, E HI-,.,, V,, E H,_ rl, 
i = 2, ,.., n, while a,(x) V,,(X)E H,-,. Thus for homogeneity of (22) we 
need 
( ) $-j-j (1-r,)=l-m or l=r,s-mms+m. (23) 
Remark 1.3. If, as in [7], one only considers m = 0, k = 1 = rl , then 
l=s. 
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Remark 1.4. When 1 satisfies (23), (I- Y,)/(s - 1) = Y, -m. The optimal 
control is obtained from (20) as a*( VX,(x)), which (by abusing notation) 
we also denote u*(x). Thus u*(x) = c( V,,(X))~(~-‘)E H,, em, which means 
(X:(x) + u*(x) X,) is a vector field homogeneous of degree m with respect 
to SE and Theorem 1 applies. 
With m, 1, s chosen to satisfy (23) we may choose h + E H,_ ,,2, in which 
case Eq. (22) admits a dilation group as a symmetry group and one may 
seek a positive definite solution VE H,. In practice, we drop reference to h+ 
and seek a positive definite, C’, solution VE H, of the HJB inequality 
--y I v.x,(x)Is”“-l’+ i a,(x) v.rz(x)<o, (24) 
i=2 
where GO means negative definite. 
2. EXAMPLES 
Our first example is elementary, with the purpose being to show the 
advantage of an approximating system relative to a dilation adapted to an 
extended filtration which has wt(X,) <O rather than an approximation 
relative to the “STLC induced dilation” as in [7,9]. Results on the 
existence of an ASFC for affme systems using homogeneity via the 
“standard dilation” 8: with 1 = rl = . = r, can be found in [ 11. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let n = 2, X,,(X) = x:(8/&,), X, = a/ax, and assign 
wt(Xo) = -2, wt(X,) = 1. Then X,, =X1, X,, = (ad3X,, X0) = 6(8/8x,), and 
both of these have weight 1, i.e., are in F,. The filtration induced dilation 
is 6:x= (ax,, &x2) and (to within a scalar multiple which is insignificant) 
the original coordinates are adapted to the filtration. Note that the STLC 
induced dilation would have rl = 1, r2 = 3. Here m = - 2; in (23) we would 
like 1 to be even and small. Choose I = 2. which forces s = 2, and the HJB 
inequality (24) becomes 
-Y( K,(x))” + x: V,,(x) 6 0. 
We seek a positive definite solution VE H, ; hence try 
2 V(x) = x; + ax,x2 + E,x,, E,>O. 
Then V is positive definite if 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
1 ’ ‘(4 
112 
’ & 
< 1. 
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Substituting from (26) into (25) shows we need 
-y(2x, + CCX~)~ + LXX;’ +2E,x;x, < 0. 
Let y,=x,,y,=2x,+Lxx, so xl=y,, x2 = (l/cr)(y* - 2yl), and this means 
we require 
g(y)= -YY’:+@Y;‘+ 2: dbv2Yl) 
( > 
to be negative definite. Let r= ((y,,y,):yy:+y;‘= 1). 
Since g is homogeneous of degree 4, if g(y) < 0 on r it follows that g is 
negative definite. On r, 1 y, 1 d (l/y)““, which (see (21)) means 1 y, 1 -+ 0 as 
e -+O+. Thus it suffices to show that we can choose IX, E, to satisfy (27) 
and (~+l)v~-(4E,/cr)y~=(cc+1-(4E,/cc))y~<l,e.g., c(=l, E,=4 
suffices. This choice gives V positive definite, u*(x) = - (3/4e)3 (2x, + x,)~, 
which is smooth (the STLC induced dilation would not have had this) 
while the trajectory derivative I’,. (X0 + u*X,) = g is negative definite, 
showing u* is an ASFC. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (An illustration of the entire theory). In system (1) let 
n = 3, X,(Y) = (Y?P +&/2) (Wy2) + (Y, -y:)(Vy3), and Xl = @Y,. Let 
x,, =X1, xX3= (ad5Xl, xd=Wy, and X,,(Y)= CJf,, W’X,, X,)1(y)= 
y,(d/ay,) + d/8y3. There are other nonzero brackets; however, if we assign 
wt(X,,)= -2, wt(X,)= 1, then wt(X,,) = 3, wt(X,,) = 1 and all other 
brackets which do not vanish at zero have positive weights, as required. 
The dilation 8: adapted to the extended filtration arising from this weight 
assignment has r1 = 1, r2 = 1, r3 = 3. 
Adapted coordinates are obtained from the inverse of the map 
XI 
y = q(x) = (exp x,X,,) 0 (exp x,X,,) 0 (exp x3Xnl)(0) = 
i ‘i 
x3ex2 . 
x2 
In these coordinates, the vector field X0 becomes 
a 2 
x,(x) = (x3ex2 -X~)G+ ~e-"2+x'ex*-x~e~2+x~x3 
( 
a 
2 . 2 ) ax,’ 
As promised by Theorem 2, this admits the expansion X,(x)= 
X;‘(x) + Xr3(x) + . . . , where 
x,‘(x)=(x,-x:)~+ 2 -& 0 2 . 3 
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We seek an ASFC u* E H, = H, --m = H,-tp,, for the approximating 
system 
i =X,‘(x) + ux,. (28) 
The condition u* E H, is assured if I, s, m = -2 satisfy (23), or here 
I= 3s - 2. We wish to keep 1 even and small but in general need I> r, = 
r3 = 3. Thus we try I = 4, which forces s = 2 and s/(s - 1) = 2. This gives the 
HJB inequality 
-YK,(xV+(x3--x:) K,( )+ 2 K,(xW ( .) (29) 
and we seek a positive definite solution VE Hq. Try 
V(x) = x;‘-t a,xIx3 + E,x; + a2x2x3 + I?~x:‘~, E,, E, > 0. (30) 
Then (see [7, Lemma 1 ] ), V is positive definite if 
,cQ (g4+,a2, (31’4($)3~4<l. (31) 
Substituting from (30) into (29) shows that we need 
g(x) = +4x: + alx3)* + (x3 -X;)(dE,X; + a2x3) 
+(3,,,,+.2x2+(;) E,x:“) 
to be negative definite by the appropriate choice of a,, c1*, E,, E, subject to 
(31). Since y can be made arbitrarily large by choosing e > 0 small, it 
suffices to show that we can make g negative definite on the surface 
S = {x: 4x: + mIx3 = 0). Let g restricted to S be denoted S. Choose 
a1=a2= -1, E,= 1. Then 
g(x)= - 16+$+g 
. > 
x:x2 E, x:-4~;+2Ox;x;-~. 
Let r= {(x,, x,):(16+1/5!+(~~~~/(3~5!))E~)~~+4~~=1}. By homo- 
geneity, if 2 is negative on f, 2 is negative definite. But for (x,, x2) E& 
&f(x) = - 1 + 20x:x; -x:x,/5! while Ix,I,<((~.~!)/~“~E~)~‘~+O as 
E, + co. Thus we can choose E3 sufficiently large to ensure g(x) < -i on 
f and (31) is satisfied. This makes V positive definite; the ASFC for system 
(28) has the form u*(x) = -(1/2e)(4x: -x3) for e > 0 small while the 
trajectory derivative P for system (28) with this control is g(x), which is 
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negative definite. Finally, u*(y) = - (1/2e)(4yi -yZePy3) is a locally ASFC 
for the original system via Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (The standard weighting, i.e., wt(X,,) = 0, for STLC gives 
an approximating system which does not admit an ASFC while 
wt(X,) = -2 shows the existence of an ASFC). Let n = 3, X,(x) = 
xT(a/ax,) + (XT + xi)(a/ax,), and X, = a/ax,, The relevant brackets are 
W,=(ad3X,,Xo)= -6(a/axz)-60x;(a/ax,), w2=(ad5X,,Xo)=5!(a/ax3), 
and W3 = (ad3(ad3X,, X,,), A’,,) = 36(8/8x,). 
If we assign wt(X,) = 0, wt(X,) = 1 the dilation adapted to the resulting 
filtration is S: with r = (1, 3, 5); the given coordinates are (up to scalar 
multiples) adapted and the (now nilpotent) approximating system is 
1 =x”,(x) + uX, with X, as before and g(x) = xf(a/ax,) + xi(a/ax,). This 
approximating system is STLC at zero but fails the Bracket condition (Bl), 
given in the Introduction, which is necessary for the existence of an ASFC. 
Next, assign wt(X,) = -2, wt(X,) = 1. The conditions for an extended 
filtration at zero are satisfied and one now chooses X,, = X,, X,, = W,, 
X,, = W, and these all have weight one; hence the dilation is S; with 
r = ( 1, 1, 1). The given coordinates are (up to scalar multiples) adapted and 
the approximating system is R = X&*(x) + uX, with X;*(x) = x:(a/ax,) + 
xi(a/ax,), X1 = (a/ax,). Here m= -2; we choose 1=2 and (23) yields 
s = $ The HJB inequality (24) becomes 
-y Jqx) + x: VJX) +x: V,,(x) < 0. 
Since 1= 2, i.e., VE H2 we try 
(32) 
V(~)=X:+M~X~X~+E~X~+M~X,X~+OC~X~~~+E~X:, E,, E3 >O. (33) 
For I/ to be positive definite it suffices (see [7, Lemma 11) that 
Substituting from (33) into (32) and making the coordinate change 
zI=x,,z*=x*, z3 = 2x, + cllxZ + a2x3 gives the requirement hat 
is negative definite. Choose a, = - 1, a3 = - 1, a2 < 0 with 1 a2( small, 
E,=4a:, E,= -(a,a3)/(2ct2)= -1/2cr,. Then for 1 a2 I sufficiently small, 
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E2 >O is large and (34) will be satisfied. Let I-= (z: (1-(2/a,)) zf+ 
(1-8cr,)z;+yz;= l}. S’ mce g is homogeneous of degree 4, if g(z) < 0 on 
r, we conclude g is negative definite. On r, 
g(z)= -1- 16a,z,z;- z;z3 + 8t12z;z3 (35) 
while 1 zi 1 < (cQ/~)‘/~, I z2 1 < 1, I z3) < (l/y)““. It readily follows from (35) 
that one can choose CI~ < 0 with ) CQ 1 sufficiently small and y > 0 sufficiently 
large so that for z E r, g(z) < - i. This establishes the existence of an ASFC 
belonging to H1 _ m = H, for the approximating system and by Theorem 1 
this control is a local ASFC for the original system. 
EXAMPLE 2.4 (Weight assigned Xi & 1). On R3 let X,(y) =y:(a/ay,) + 
(yZ y, +~:)(a/&,), X,(y) = d/+, . The relevant brackets are W,(y) = 
(u~*XI, X,)(y)=6y,(dlay2)+2(alay3), f4’2(y)=(ad3X1, xo)= -6(~/@2), 
W3 = [(ad3X,, X0), [X0, (ad*X,, X,,)]] = l2(a/@,). There are other 
brackets which do not vanish at zero but they are Jacobi related. 
If we were to assign wt(XO) =O, wt(X,) = 1, then X,, =X,, X,, = W,, 
X,, = W,; the adapted coordinates becomes x, = y, , x2 = y,/2, x3 = - y2/6, 
the adapted dilation is 6:x = (EX,, &*x2, E~x,), and the approximating 
system is i, = U, i2 = x:/2, i3 = -x:/6, which clearly does not admit an 
ASFC. 
Instead, assign wt(XO) = -8, wt(X,) = 5. Then wt( W,) = 2, wt( W,) = 7, 
wt( W,) = 1. Since W,(O) and W,(O) are linearly dependent we must choose 
that with lowest weight, i.e., choose X,, = W,, W,, = X,, X,, = W,, giving 
adapted coordinates x, = y,/12, x2 = y,, x3 = - y,/6 and adapted dilation 
6:x = (EX,, a5x2, a7x3). In these coordinates, X,,(x) = Xc8(x) + X;‘(x) with 
X;“(X) = -~x,x~(c?/~x,) - (~~/6)(d/iYx,), X;“(x) = (~:/12)(iJ/dx,), while 
x,(~)=x;=a/a~,. The approximating system is 1= X;“(X) + z&i. The 
associated HJB inequality is 
(-6x,x,) V,,(x)-y( V,,(x)l”‘(“-‘)- V,,(x) G 0. (36) 
If we try for a positive definite solution I/E H,, then with m = -8, r2 = 5 
we must have I=r,s-mms+m in order that Utah,,_,. 
For the problem of small time local controlability the bracket structure 
at zero was the key to determining weights, when possible, to give an 
approximating system which was STLC and hence implied STLC of the 
original system. The problem of giving a computable condition to deter- 
mine what structure an approximating system should have, and hence how 
to determine weights to attempt to obtain such an approximation, for a 
continuous ASFC remains open. 
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